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THE DOMESTIC LAW EFFECT OF THE WTO IN THE EU
– A DIALOGUE WITH JACQUES BOURGEOIS
		 				

- Marco Bronckers1

Scores of European scholars and practitioners have written on the domestic law effect of
international law, and the WTO treaties in particular. This is an intriguing topic indeed, which
is not dealt with in the founding EU treaties, and which has been developed essentially through
case law. The jurisprudence of the European Courts is not really consistent, and not always
well-reasoned. With the increasing importance of globalization, and attendant international
rule-making, it is not surprising therefore that many observers wonder whether the EU Courts’
approach could not be improved.
In this contribution I do not want to rehearse once more the history of the case law, or the legal
arguments which the Courts have used over time. Rather, I will inquire whether the end result
which the Courts have reached is right from a legal policy perspective. I will take as a starting
point an admirable analysis written some ten years ago by an eminent thinker on this topic:
Jacques Bourgeois’ “The European Court of Justice and the WTO.”2 My lectures for a variety of
international audiences have shown that the policy considerations developed within the context
of the EU are felt to be of relevance in other jurisdictions as well.
I.

The Law As It Stands
To start with, Bourgeois recalls that the European Court of Justice (“ECJ”) refuses to grant direct
effect to the WTO.3 According to the ECJ (now renamed the Court of Justice of the European
Union), the WTO’s dispute settlement system is fundamentally diplomatic in nature, and gives
Members who have been found to infringe a WTO obligation other options in addition to
compliance. Furthermore, the ECJ has noted that in none of the EC’s major trading partners
do courts allow private parties to challenge domestic measures by reference to WTO law. As a
result, according to the ECJ, private parties cannot directly challenge the validity of national or
EC4 measures on the basis of GATT/WTO obligations. Bourgeois adds that the Court has made
some kind of an exception, in that it will admit such direct challenges in those instances where
the European legislator has indicated that it intended to implement WTO law (the so-called
Nakajima doctrine5).
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This case law of the Court is unchanged, at the time of this writing in early 2011. No provision
of the WTO has been found to have direct effect;6 the Nakajima-doctrine is still good law.7
Bourgeois then makes a number of important points. He argues that WTO law contains no
obligation on Members to grant direct effect to WTO provisions on their domestic legal order.8
That view is commonly held nowadays.
He also argues that there is no principle in EC law according to which the European Courts must
take certain WTO obligations into account in the interpretation of EC law, notably its foreign
trade law.9 As Bourgeois notes, whenever the European Courts did decide to grant direct effect
to other international treaties this was judge-made law as well.10 In other words, the European
Courts did not feel compelled to do so either on the basis of the international treaty at issue
or on the basis of equivalent principles in the European treaties. I see nothing in the Lisbon
Treaty, which entered into effect in December 2009, to have changed this approach. While the
European Union is committed “to contribute to… the strict observance and the development of
international law”,11 the decision whether or not to grant domestic law effect (including direct
effect) to international treaty obligations has been left to the courts.
From an international law perspective the distinctions drawn by the European Courts between
the WTO treaty and other international agreements are “puzzling,” as Bourgeois has written.12
The European Courts do not seem to have given the correct interpretation of the changes wrought
in the WTO framework, compared to the predecessor agreement the GATT. In particular, as
Bourgeois points out, the WTO’s dispute settlement system has been substantially reinforced
compared to the old consensus-based GATT system.13 One might add that the WTO’s dispute
settlement system is also unusually compelling compared to other international agreements to
which the European Court of Justice did grant direct effect.14 Bourgeois and I agree therefore
that the reasons advanced by the ECJ to deny direct effect to the WTO are not legally persuasive.
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II.

Legal Policy Assessment
Yet while it is of interest to debate the merits of the legal arguments which the European Court
of Justice in its judge-made law has used to deny direct effect to the WTO’s provisions so far, the
bottom line question is whether the Court reached the right result.
A. Bourgeois’ views
Bourgeois fundamentally takes issue with the denial of direct effect to WTO law: “[A]t the end
of the day there is something wrong with a system that on the one hand generates rules designed
to regulate international trade, even if it is supposed to regulate what states are supposed to do
or not to do in matters of trade, but on the other, denies people, affected by what states do or
not do in matters of trade, the possibility of relying on these rules to protect their interests.”15
He also believes it is preferable from a WTO perspective to allow private parties to bring WTObased challenges in national court, rather than allowing private parties access to the WTO’s own
dispute settlement process, as he considers the latter overburdened.16
Characteristically, however, Bourgeois does not close his eyes to political realities. Governments
keep more discretion to deviate from WTO rules for as long private parties cannot challenge
such deviations in court. It would be politically difficult for the EU to stomach that its courts
would grant direct effect to WTO law, whereas none of its trading partners are inclined to give
courts this role. And Bourgeois echoes the concern that, given the diverging positions of the
Member States on trade issues (he recalls the Bananas dispute) any grant of direct effect to WTO
law by the European Courts could be internally divisive within the EC (and now the EU).17
Accordingly, Bourgeois does not plead for an unconditional grant of direct effect to WTO
provisions. Instead, he formulates a rather nuanced proposal.
First, courts should test whether their grant of direct effect would upset the balance of rights and
obligations of the EC, not in respect of one particular WTO Member or all the Members, but
in respect of a relevant cross-section of the WTO’s membership. Furthermore, the test should
be limited to the WTO agreement in question, rather than to the WTO package of agreements
as a whole. In order for the European Courts to reach an informed opinion on this question,
Bourgeois envisages that they ask the defending institutions (the Commission, the Council
of Ministers) whether granting direct effect would upset the balance of the EC’s rights and
obligations under that agreement.
Second, and in addition to this inquiry, Bourgeois would not want the European Courts
to recognize the enforceability of a WTO rule in the absence of a WTO panel or Appellate
Body ruling condemning the EC’s measure that is being litigated before the European Courts.
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He argues that before such a ruling is issued the EC has different ways to avoid or resolve an
incompatibility with WTO law, such as a negotiated solution, including the ‘unbinding’ of a
tariff concession.
Ultimately, then, Bourgeois would allow a private litigant to challenge the validity of an EC
measure on the basis of a WTO rule, and thereby grant this rule ‘direct effect’, in the limited
circumstance that (i) the EC measure had already been condemned in WTO dispute settlement
proceedings and (ii) granting the private litigant this opportunity would not upset the balance
of rights of obligations of the EC under the relevant WTO agreement.
B. Bronckers’ views
I believe that Bourgeois’ proposal represents a creative attempt to reconcile his fundamental
starting position, that the WTO’s rules should somehow also be meaningful to private parties
in order to be meaningful at all, with the political realities of the day. Expressed differently,
in my view any useful proposal on the WTO’s domestic law effect must give a place to the
conviction that international economic law is to be meaningful to private parties, as well to the
responsibility the EU and its institutions have to manage this international system sensibly in a
way that takes the effects on European interests overall duly into account.18
What I find more problematic are the two conditions which Bourgeois wants to impose on
the European Courts before they should grant direct effect to provisions of the WTO package
of agreements: the prior condemnation of the EU’s measure, and the balance of rights and
obligations (reciprocity). I would rather impose a different condition: allowing the political
institutions to suspend the interpretations of WTO law to which the European Courts have
given direct effect for as long as they believe the imbalance continues.
1.

Prior WTO condemnation
As is well-known, only governments can bring a dispute to the WTO, and so far only governments
can be actively involved (as a party or an intervener) in litigation before the WTO.19 Accordingly,
requiring that an EU measure first be condemned by a WTO tribunal before the relevant WTO
obligations can be given direct effect by the European Courts puts a considerable burden on
private litigants. They would have to go through a foreign government first.
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Except for the unusually well connected private industry, seeking the endorsement or espousal
of its claim by a government will be a challenge for a private party. Government-to-government
litigation has a dynamic of its own and often imposes diplomatic costs on the relations between
governments. These political costs, as well as the resources (manpower and expenses) required
to bring a case to a successful conclusion, will be factored in before one government decides
to sue another government at the WTO. Such considerations severely limit the protection
private parties can derive from WTO rules in disciplining unwelcome regulatory activities of
a Member, in case a prior WTO ruling were to become a condition precedent to a WTO rule
being granted direct effect by the European Courts. In fact, with this condition it would become
pretty unpredictable when these rules might have a beneficial effect for private parties, thereby
weakening one of the basic rationales for the move of a power-based to a rule-based system.20
Furthermore, this condition of a prior WTO condemnation of the controversial EU measure
will be particularly difficult to satisfy for European interest groups who want to rely on a WTO
obligation to correct or invalidate that EU measure. A sizable number of WTO obligations
constitute principles of good governance, which can protect domestic production as much as
foreign trade against misplaced regulation. For example, the WTO principle that restrictions on
the sale of food ought to have a scientific basis, and cannot be based merely on speculative health
concerns, has been pertinent not only to European importers of US hormone-treated beef,21 but
also to European producers of vitamine-enriched cornflakes or fruit drinks.22
In most cases, chances are that European interest groups will not find a foreign government
willing to assume the political and litigation costs to challenge the EU measure. Moreover,
in accordance with the EU’s solidarity rule, no EU Member State –although all are members
of the WTO and entitled to bring cases to the WTO – can challenge an EU measure before
the WTO.23 Consequently, this ‘exhaustion of international remedies’ rule effectively deprives
European citizens from the possibility to rely on WTO principles before the European Courts
in a case not involving imported goods or services. I find that unacceptable.
In addition, it is not always necessary to wait until a WTO tribunal has had occasion to
adjudicate a dispute on a WTO measure in order to have a pretty good idea whether that
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measure runs afoul of WTO law. Thus, a WTO ruling involving a similar measure of another
WTO member country may make it pretty clear that an EU measure, when challenged before a
WTO tribunal, will be held to infringe WTO law too. Without going so far as to say that WTO
rulings constitute binding precedents for WTO tribunals in other disputes,24 in such cases it
could make good sense for the EU (including the European Courts) to draw the consequences
in order to avoid the domestic cost of unnecessary litigation and/or to improve the integrity of
the international system.25
In sum, I find the condition that WTO obligations should only be given direct effect by the
European Courts in the event a disputed EU measure has been condemned by a WTO tribunal
too limiting. Moreover, even a WTO ruling condemning an EU measure does not provide
the certainty which Bourgeois is looking for to make sure that a European Court will not
unnecessarily condemn the EU for an action for which the EU might still obtain legal cover.
After all, following a WTO ruling condemning its action the EU could still decide for example
to ask for a waiver,26 or renegotiate a concession.27 Expressed differently, the European Courts
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will always have to think for themselves and interpret WTO obligations to which they give
domestic law effect as best as they see fit.28 Prior WTO rulings are helpful, but neither necessary
nor decisive to the outcome of a European Court case.
Bourgeois does make a sensible point though by recalling that the WTO régime, like many
other treaties, offers governments the possibility to claim exceptions.29 Therefore, private claims
that a government has violated WTO principles should not be taken at face value. Governments
should be offered the possibility to decide whether they want to invoke such an exception. I
would therefore like to slightly reformulate Bourgeois’ suggestion to say that, before condemning
an EU measure on the basis of a WTO principle, the European Courts should first request
the institutions whether they want to avail themselves of any of the exceptions or exceptional
remedies the WTO is providing for; and, if so, demonstrate that the required steps have been
taken (it would not be a good enough for the EU’s political institutions, by way of a defense in
a court action, merely to claim or speculate that they might appeal to an exception to escape or
cover a WTO violation).
2. Reciprocity
As to the reciprocity condition which Bourgeois has formulated, this is problematic for different
reasons. One first will recall, as does Bourgeois, that the ECJ, in its seminal Kupferberg judgment
of the early 1980s, dismissed reciprocity as a relevant criterion when determining whether or
not a prohibition on tax discrimination in a bilateral trade agreement (between the then EEC
and then non-member Portugal) ought to be given direct effect. According to the ECJ, the
implementation of the treaty by the third country, and notably whether the courts of the other
party recognized direct effect, was not relevant to determine whether this treaty could be granted
direct effect in the EU legal order.30
With the passage of time, the Court’s refusal to take the practice of other countries into account
has been criticized, essentially as being politically naive. Bourgeois echoes this criticism, when
he argues that it does not seem “out of order” for a court to take into account “manifest and
substantial” non-performance by the other party. He believes that a court must not only have
regard to the lack of direct effect but also more broadly to the overall behavior of the other
State.31 He would want a court to test whether enforcing a WTO rule would “on the whole”,
not just in respect of a particular WTO Member, upset the balance of the EC’s rights and
obligations. That test should be limited to the WTO’s rule in question, not to the EC’s position
28
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in the WTO as a whole. Bourgeois submits that this condition should not present a court with
too many difficulties, as it could ask the defendant institutions to state why granting ‘direct
effect’ to a provision of a given WTO agreement would upset the balance of the EC’s rights and
obligations under that agreement.32
Preliminarily, I do not see the relevance here of whether the courts in another country allow the
WTO to have ‘direct effect’, i.e., allowing private claimants to rely on WTO law in a challenge
of domestic measures or legislation. As the European Court pointed out in Kupferberg, while
being bound under public international law to perform its treaty obligations in good faith,
each country remains free to determine the legal means to do so.33 Some countries, it will be
recalled, allow at least certain provisions of public international law to enter directly into the
domestic legal order, allowing national courts to refer to these provisions in resolving private
challenges of domestic measures (so-called monist countries); other countries only allow public
international law to enter into the domestic legal order after and through transformation of
these international law provisions into a domestic statute (so-called dualist countries). 34 As it is
accepted that each country has the basic constitutional freedom to choose the system it prefers
of giving effect to public international law, I do not see how the European Courts (who operate
in a monist-type system) could draw any negative inferences for the direct effect of WTO law in
the EU legal order from the fact that courts in a more dualist country will not entertain direct
appeals to WTO law of private claimants.
Whether or not other countries do not effectively perform their substantive obligations under
an international treaty which a European Court is called upon to apply is a different matter. Yet
at least in respect of certain treaties I have difficulties accepting that reciprocity could become
relevant at all. In particular, where the enforcement of human rights treaties are concerned,
it is not at all obvious why reciprocity should matter. For instance, should a Belgian court
really inquire before granting direct effect to a human rights treaty at the request of a Chinese
individual who feels harmed by aggressive police behavior in Brussels, whether China’s human
rights record under that treaty is up to par? In this context it is to be noted that in France,
where the Constitution in general terms imposes a reciprocity condition before a court can
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alone enforced before national courts. See Franckx and Smis, Doorwerking van Internationaal Recht in de Belgische
en Russische Nationale Rechtsorde: een rechtsvergelijkende analyse, in Doorwerking van internationaal recht in de
Belgische rechtsorde 123-125 (Wouters & Van Eeckhoutte eds., Intersentia, 2006).
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grant domestic law effect to international agreements,35 the Courts in more recent times have
determined that the rule of reciprocity does not apply with respect to international human rights
treaties.36
A French author, Bechillon, eloquently observed:
”If there is one category of international agreements to which the application of a reciprocity principle
really is incongruous it is human rights treaties – or, more generally, those treaties which create subjective
rights for private parties … these treaties do not have as their primary objective the establishment of a
legal framework contributing to peaceful relations between nations, but are designed to offer to a State
that so wishes the means to commit itself, before the international community, to recognize and protect
the rights it intends to grant to private persons residing in its territory and a fortiori to its citizens.
Accordingly, there is absolutely no reason why the violation of a treaty by a third State could justify
that a State rids itself of the constraints it has imposed on itself.”37
WTO agreements do not create human rights, nor more generally subjective rights for individuals. At
the same time, as Bourgeois38 has noted, many of the WTO’s rules do benefit private parties directly;
and the WTO’s objectives of increasing economic welfare could not be realized without the very
activities of private parties. A well-known WTO panel report put it this way:
“[I]t would be entirely wrong to consider that the position of individuals is of no relevance to
the GATT/WTO legal matrix. Many of the benefits to Members which are meant to flow as a
result of the acceptance of various disciplines under the GATT/WTO depend on the activity of
individual economic operators in the national and global market places. The purpose of many
of these disciplines, indeed one of the primary objects of the GATT/WTO as a whole, is to
produce certain market conditions which would allow this individual activity to flourish.
Providing security and predictability to the multilateral trading system is another central object
and purpose of the system which could be instrumental to achieving the broad objectives of
the [WTO’s] Preamble . . . The security and predictability in question are of ``the multilateral
35
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See Art. 55 of the French Constitution: « Les traités ou accords régulièrement ratifiés ou approuvés ont, dès leur
publication, une autorité supérieure à celle des lois, sous réserve, pour chaque accord ou traité, de son application
par l’autre partie ».
Cour de cassation in 1989 (Civ, 1ère, 15 November 1989, Bull. civ. I, n°346, p 233); Conseil Constitutionnel in
1999 (Décision n°98-408 DC, 22 January 1999, Traité portant statut de Cour Pénale Internationale). The European
Court of Human Rights had previously come to the same conclusion in Ireland v. the United Kingdom (App. N°
5310/71) (1978) Series A no 25, at para. 239 (“Unlike international treaties of the classic kind, the [European]
Convention on [Human Rights] comprises more than mere reciprocal engagements between contracting States. It
creates, over and above a network of mutual, bilateral undertakings, objective obligations which, in the words of the
Preamble, benefit from a ‘collective enforcement’….”).
DE BECHILLON (Denys), De quelques incidences du contrôle de conventionalité internationale des lois par le
juge ordinaire (Malaise dans la Constitution), RFDA 1998, p. 225, at 235 (my translation).
See, supra, his observation cited at note Error: Reference source not found.
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trading system’’. The multilateral trading system is, per force, composed not only of States but
also, indeed mostly, of individual economic operators. The lack of security and predictability
affects mostly these individual operators . . . Trade is conducted most often and increasingly by
private operators. It is through improved conditions for these private operators that Members
benefit from WTO disciplines.”39
Moreover, the WTO’s rules are ‘color-blind’: they can be as relevant to domestic parties as to
foreign trade or traders.40 From this perspective, the application of a reciprocity condition in
respect of the direct effect of the WTO’s principles seems inappropriate.
Yet all our experiences show it is politically not palatable that treaty partners are perceived not
to play by the same rules and create economic disparities. This is illustrated, for example, by
the outcry these days over China’s currency policy. Now one could argue that WTO principles
are no longer exclusively based on reciprocal trade concessions (consider the rule-based parts
in the GATT, GATS and TRIPS treaties), and that trade disequilibria do not justify trade
wars or judicial ‘tit for tats’. However, these finer points will not diminish the sense of political
frustration if the other side is seen not to be a good citizen and our own courts continue to
give direct effect to these same rules to the benefit of trade and traders from the other side. The
EU’s negotiating power with third countries to remedy an economically unbalanced situation
is likely to suffer in the event the European Courts were to continue to allow foreign traders
the benefit of challenging EU measures, including EU trade retaliatory measures, on the basis
of WTO rules (From this perspective as well, international economic law seems different from
international human rights law. There is no reason to assume that the negotiating power of the
EU to improve human rights protection in a third country would suffer in the event the EU
Courts continue to protect the human rights of that country’s citizens. On the contrary, the
EU’s moral authority might suffer if EU Courts were seen to suspend human rights protection
of foreign citizens). Bourgeois is right not to close his eyes to this political reality. The European
Courts’ own credibility, of not legitimacy, would come under considerable strain if they were to
ignore strong political sentiments about foreign economic policy. But I cannot follow him when
he assigns an essentially political question to the Courts.
Bourgeois concedes that the European Courts are ill-equipped to decide whether or not there
is a ‘disequilibrium’ in the EU’s rights and obligations under a WTO agreement. He would
encourage them to ask the EU’s defending institutions for advice. This is a tricky suggestion,
unless one ensures that the private litigant can meaningfully contest the views put forward by
the institutions on this issue. Otherwise, the independence of the European Courts is put at
risk. Courts cannot depend on the views of another branch of government, and certainly not
when this other branch is one of the litigating parties, when resolving a dispute. That would be
39
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WTO Panel Report, Section 301-310 of US Trade Act of 1974, WT/DS152/R, adopted 27 January 2000, at paras
7.73, 7.75-7
See text supra, at notes 20-21.
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a violation of the fundamental right to an “independent tribunal”, enshrined in Art. 6 of the
European Convention on Human Rights, as well as in Art. 47 of the Charter.
Again, recent French experiences illustrate this point. When private parties appealed to
international treaties other than human rights treaties], the Conseil d’Etat before entertaining
such pleas routinely asked the French Foreign Ministry for advice whether the treaty partner of
France had implemented the obligation at issue, and the Conseil d’Etat considered this advice
binding. This practice was challenged before the European Court of Human Rights, which
ruled that it violated the right of the private plaintiff to have access to an independent tribunal.41
Recently, the French Conseil d’Etat formally accepted this ruling of the European Court of
Human Rights.42
In other words, I agree with Bourgeois that the European Courts should not ignore, when
faced with private appeals to international economic agreements like the WTO, whether the
EU’s treaty partner(s) is substantially not performing its treaty obligations towards the EU. Yet
I do not believe courts are well-placed to make this assessment. This puts them in a difficult
position, as their role of an independent tribunal does not allow them to defer to the views of
one of the litigating parties (i.e., a defending EU institution). I am also skeptical of EU political
institutions which only ‘discover’ when called upon to defend themselves in a particular piece of
litigation that there is a substantial lack of reciprocity in the implementation of an international
agreement.
The mere fact that an EU measure would be invalidated by the EU Courts on the basis of an
international agreement to which they granted direct effect is unlikely to create a substantial
imbalance in the implementation of that agreement to the detriment of the EU.43 There would
have to be other, rather more serious accompanying circumstances. These would have to be
identified by the political branches of government. They should have determined that there is
a substantial lack of reciprocity in the implementation of a particular agreement in a regular
review, outside of the context of litigation; and they should have indicated that certain steps
were needed to redress that situation (which might include the suspension of direct effect, or
even domestic law effect generally of that agreement in the EU). I also expect that governments
will be more careful when attributing a substantial lack of implementation to another country
in a general rule-making type of decision, duly published, than in largely confidential court
pleadings in a specific case. Such a public decision will have to withstand the scrutiny of the
other country, and of other interested parties.
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It is true that, following such a rule-making type review, the courts would be bound by the
assessment of reciprocity by another branch of government as well. But, as I have argued, there
is a difference with the courts relying on, and deferring to a reciprocity assessment that is made
by another government branch within the context and for the specific purpose of litigation.44 In
short, in the event and for as long as the EU political institutions properly establish that there
is a serious lack of reciprocity in the implementation of an international economic agreement,
I would find it perfectly acceptable for the EU Courts to decline or suspend any direct effect of
that agreement. But how does one get to this result?
The key problem is that, pursuant to standing case law of the European Court of Justice,
such a political assessment on lack of reciprocity would be frustrated as soon as and whenever
the European Courts have given direct effect to provisions of the international (e.g., WTO)
agreement at issue. The reason is that the Court of Justice has normally coupled direct effect of
international agreements with supremacy.45 Expressed differently, once an international treaty
provision has been given direct effect, the EU’s legislature can no longer overrule or suspend that
interpretation of the European Courts through later legislation or decisions.
It should also be noted that the EU Courts to date have given no indication that they would
be willing to suspend the direct effect of an international agreement only temporarily, for as
long as the state of a substantial disequilibrium continues. Yet the recognition of a temporary
suspension is essential if one wants to deal with a lack of reciprocity. After all, one would like
to think that the EU will normally be able to resolve serious imbalances in an international
agreement to which it is a party or withdraw.
C.

Conclusion
I agree with Jacques Bourgeois that one must give meaning to international economic agreements
like the WTO by allowing private individuals to appeal to them in order to discipline domestic
regulation. I also appreciate his concern that the benefits private individuals can draw from such
agreements need to be circumscribed though, notably in the event that there is a substantial
imbalance in the implementation of the agreement by the EU and its treaty partners.
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In order to arrive at this balanced outcome, Bourgeois would be prepared to recognize in principle
that the WTO can have direct effect, but then attach certain conditions narrowing this grant of
direct effect. These conditions contain elements I find useful, and others with which I have more
difficulty. Fundamentally, I do not believe that courts are well-placed to assess whether the EU
suffers from a substantial lack of reciprocity in the economic relations with its treaty partners.
I also have a problem with the concept of direct effect, given its linkage with supremacy in the
case law of the European Courts. This has turned direct effect into an inflexible instrument.46
In particular, once a treaty provision has been granted direct effect by the EU Courts, the EU’s
political (and democratically elected) institutions are no longer allowed to suspend the benefits
of this international economic agreement temporarily, when they determine that there is a
substantial lack of reciprocity in its implementation by the EU’s treaty partner(s).
Until we have found ways to turn direct effect into a more flexible instrument where international
economic agreements are concerned, I am happy to see that the EU Courts have developed
techniques to pay respect to international rules and rulings without granting them direct effect.
One important principle they have developed is that of Treaty-consistent interpretation: whenever
an EU measure permits several interpretations the Courts feel obliged to choose the interpretation
that is consistent with a relevant international agreement. Another fledgling technique developed
more recently by the EU Courts has been to transform international legal principles into an
interpretation of EU law. In this way they can avoid inconsistencies with international rules or
rulings of a competent international tribunal, while not being bound to always follow them.
Through these techniques the European Courts are creating a balance between private interests
and overall European interests in giving domestic law effect to international economic law. This
is still a work in progress.47
I believe it would be desirable for the EU political institutions to engage with these fundamental
issues. The European Parliament made an effort in a report of some years ago for instance,48 and
would be well-placed to reinitiate a debate. The domestic law effect of international agreements
like the WTO should not be left to the hazards of case-by-case court judgments with an occasional
reflection by some interested private commentators.
With the increasing network of international rules in our globalizing world, I would venture that
courts outside the EU will be faced with similar issues as the European Courts in considering the
domestic law effect of the WTO and international agreements generally in their jurisdictions.
Although the European Courts operate in a ‘monist’ environment, some of their considerations
and techniques (such as Treaty-consistent interpretation) can also be relevant in a ‘dualist’
context. Furthermore, without becoming involved in actual cases pending before their courts,
political institutions in thesejurisdictions might want to grapple with these issues too.
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